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1. Introduction and Overview 

 

MB1 Development Consulting Inc. (“MB1”) has been retained by the owners of 1 Legion Road in Meaford (the 

“subject property”) to provide professional land use planning services in support of the proposed five-storey 

residential condominium building development. The subject property is 5,752.9 m2 in area with frontage of 

115.48 metres on Legion Road. The existing building is currently vacant and was most recently occupied by 

the Royal Canadian Legion. There is also an existing paved surface parking area to the east of the existing 

building. The proposal for the subject property includes removal of the existing building and construction of a 

5-storey residential condominium building with 122 units and 192 parking spaces. The details of the proposal 

are provided in Section 3 of this report. 

 

A Zoning By-Law Amendment will be required to facilitate the development proposal. It is my opinion that the 

development proposal and Zoning By-Law Amendment application are consistent with the Provincial Policy 

Statement and conform to the purpose and intent of the Official Plan and Zoning By-Law for the Municipality 

of Meaford. Approval of the development proposal will facilitate appropriate and desirable use of the subject 

property in a manner that is compatible with the community, preserves and protects natural environmental 

resources and features, and will achieve the applicable Provincial and Municipal land use planning objectives. 

 

2. Existing Conditions and Context 

 

2.1 Site Location and Context 

 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the subject property is 

located on the north side of Legion Road, east 

of Owen Street. The aerial site view in Figure 2 

demonstrates that the subject property is 

occupied by a vacant structure and paved 

surface parking area. The property is accessible 

via multiple driveways on Legion Road. Views of 

the existing building and parking area are 

provided in Figures 3 and 4. The property has 

most recently been occupied and operated by 

the Royal Canadian Legion. 

 

  

Figure 1 – Site Location 
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Figure 2 – Subject Site Aerial View 

 

 
Figure 3 – Existing Building Front Elevation 
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Figure 4 – View of Existing Building and Parking Area 

 

2.2 Surrounding Uses and Features 

 

The subject property is surrounded by the following uses: 

 

 To the east: Single detached dwellings (Figure 5); 

 To the west: Two-storey apartment building (Figure 6); 

 To the north: Rear yards of single detached dwellings on Trowbridge Street; (Figure 7); and 

 To the south: Open space (Figure 8). 

 

 
Figure 5 – Single Detached Dwellings to East of Subject Property 
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Figure 6 – Apartment Building to West of Subject Property 

 

 
Figure 7 – Single Detached Dwellings to North of Subject Property 
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Figure 8 – Open Space to South of Subject Property 

 

2.3 Municipal Services and Infrastructure 

 

The subject property fronts onto Legion 

Road. As shown in Figure 9, Legion Road 

is a two-way road with a sidewalk on 

the south side. There is a large surface 

parking area to the east of the existing 

building. There are a number of site 

driveways, including two for the parking 

area. No on-street parking is permitted 

on Legion Road across the frontage of 

the subject property. Municipal services 

and utilities are already available at the 

property, including storm sewers on 

Legion Road. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 9 – Street View of Legion Road 
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2.4 Existing Land Use Planning Designations 

 

2.4.1 Municipality of Meaford Toronto Official Plan 

 

The map in Figure 10 is an excerpt from Meaford Official Plan Schedule A-1. This map confirms that the 

subject property is designated Urban Living Area under the Official Plan, as is most of the surrounding 

community. Figure 11 includes an excerpt from Schedule B of the Official Plan. While the subject property is 

not located in significant environmental features such as Intake Protection Zones and Significant Woodlands 

Areas, the property is immediately north of an existing River/Stream shown on Schedule B.  

 

 
Figure 10 – Official Plan Land Use Map (Schedule A-1) 

 
Figure 11 – Excerpt from Official Plan Schedule B (Environmental Resources and Features) 
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2.4.2 Meaford Zoning By-Law 60-2009 

 

Figure 12 includes an excerpt from Schedule B – Map 8 of Meaford Zoning By-law 60-2009. It confirms that 

the subject property is designated RM-190 (H5) Residential Multiple zone with Exception 190 and a holding 

provision on the property. 

 

 
Figure 12 – Zoning By-Law Designations 

 

2.4.3 Grey Sauble Conservation Authority 

 

Figure 13 is an excerpt from the Regulatory Mapping for the Grey Sauble Conservation Authority. The subject 

property is located immediately adjacent to the regulatory area on the south side of Legion Road. 
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Figure 13 – Conservation Authority Regulatory Mapping 

 

3. Development Proposal 

 

3.1 Conceptual Plan and Proposed Uses 

 

The proposal for the subject property involves construction of a 5-storey residential condominium building 

per the proposed site plan in Figure 14. The following are the key details of the proposal: 

 

 122 residential units on the five floors above grade; 

 Ground floor (Figure 15) will have a smaller footprint than floors 2 through 5 as it will be a partial 

building level with surface parking that will be located under the building floors above; 

 192 parking spaces will be provided through a combination of 80 surface level spaces and 112 below 

grade parking spaces; 

 The typical floor plan for Floors 2 through 4 is illustrated in Figure 16; 

 The proposed floor plan for the 5th floor is illustrated in Figure 17; 

 The proposed front (south) elevation is illustrated in Figure 18; and  

 The layout of the proposed below grade parking area is illustrated in Figure 19. 

 

The proposal orients the building towards Legion Road with parking and vehicular circulation areas screened 

from view in the public realm. Placing the bulk of the massing close to Legion Road also allows the rear of the 

property to act as a buffer to the residential properties backing onto the subject property. The building also 

incorporates rooftop amenity spaces on the second and fifth floors to enhance the quality of life and built 

form. 
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Figure 14 – Proposed Site Plan 
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Figure 15 – Proposed Ground Floor Configuration 

 
Figure 16 – Typical Floor Configuration (Floors 2 – 4) 
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Figure 17 – Proposed 5th Floor Configuration 

 

 
Figure 18 – Proposed Front (South) Elevation 
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Figure 19 – Proposed Below Grade Parking Level Configuration 

 

 

3.2 Land Use Planning Application 

 

While an Apartment Building is a permitted use under the Official Plan and Zoning By-Law designations, the 

proposal does not comply with a number of prevailing zoning regulations. To facilitate the development 

proposal, the owner is applying for a site-specific Zoning By-Law Amendment to amend the applicable 

regulations. Among the regulations that will be amended to permit the development proposal are the 

following: 

 

 Maximum Height of 5 storeys and 16.57 metres; and 

 Minimum Rear Yard of 2.72 metres. 
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4. Land Use Planning Framework 

 

4.1 Provincial Policy Statement 

 

Section 3 of the Planning Act requires that municipal decisions affecting planning matters “shall be 

consistent” with the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS). The Provincial Policy Statement, 2020 came into effect 

on May 1, 2020 through the authority of the Lieutenant Governor in Council via Order in Council No. 

229/2020. The changes to the PPS were a result of the following goals identified through public consultation 

in 2019: 

 

 encourage an increase in the mix and supply of housing; 

 protect the environment and public safety; 

 reduce barriers and costs for development and provide greater certainty; 

 support rural, northern and Indigenous communities; and 

 support the economy and job creation. 

 

The Vision for Ontario’s Land Use Planning System outlined in Part IV of the PPS includes the following key 

points: 

 

 Land use must be carefully managed to accommodate appropriate development to meet the full 

range of current and future needs, while achieving efficient development patterns and avoiding 

significant or sensitive resources and areas which may pose a risk to public health and safety; and 

 Efficient development patterns optimize the use of land, resources, public investment in 

infrastructure and public service facilities. 

 

Section 1.0 of Part V of the PPS outlines policies for Building Strong Healthy Communities. In Section 1.1, a 

number of principles are outlined that sustain healthy, liveable and safe communities, including: 

 

 Promoting efficient development and land use patterns which sustain the financial well-being of the 

Province and municipalities over the long term; 

 Promoting cost-effective development patterns and standards to minimize land consumption and 

servicing costs; and 

 Ensuring that necessary infrastructure, electricity generation facilities and transmission and 

distribution systems, and public service facilities are or will be available to meet current and projected 

needs. 

 

Section 1.1.2 also mandates that, within settlement areas, sufficient land shall be made available through 

intensification and redevelopment. Section 1.1.3.5 reiterates that municipalities shall establish and implement 

minimum targets for intensification and redevelopment within built-up areas. Similarly, Section 1.1.3.6 
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indicates that new development taking place in the existing built-up area shall have a compact form, mix of 

uses and densities that allow for the efficient use of land, infrastructure and public service facilities. 

 

Section 1.4 relates specifically to Housing, and section 1.4.1 a) indicates that planning authorities shall 

maintain the ability to accommodate residential growth for a minimum period of 10 years through 

intensification and redevelopment. Section 1.4.3 suggests that this be done by “directing the development of 

new housing towards locations where appropriate levels of infrastructure and public service facilities are or 

will be available to support current and project needs”. Similarly, this section promotes “densities for new 

housing which efficiently use land, resources, infrastructure and public service facilities”. 

 

Section 1.6 emphasizes the importance of efficient and cost effective infrastructure and public service 

facilities. Specifically, these facilities are to be financially viable over their life cycle and available to meet 

current and projected needs. Section 1.6.3 suggests that priority be given to development that uses and 

optimizes existing infrastructure rather than development that requires construction of new facilities. 

 

4.2 Municipality of Meaford Official Plan 

 

4.2.1 Goals and Strategic Objectives 

 

Section A2 outlines the Goals and Strategic Objectives of the Official Plan for the Natural Environment, 

Growth and Settlement, Urban Character, Rural Character, Economic Development, Infrastructure, Natural 

Resources, Cultural Heritage and Sustainable Development. The following strategic objectives are applicable 

to the development proposal and Zoning By-Law Amendment application. 

 

The Natural Environment (Section A.2.1) 

 

 To ensure that the protection of significant environmental features and their associated ecological 

functions takes precedence over the development of such lands. 

 To ensure that an understanding of the natural environment, including the values, opportunities, 

limits and constraints that it provides, guides land use decision-making in the Municipality. 

 To make planning decisions that contribute to the protection, conservation and enhancement of 

water and related resources on an integrated watershed management basis with particular focus on 

the protection of ground water recharge areas, cold water streams, lakes and other surface waters for 

their habitat, recreational, ecological and drinking water benefits. 

 To make planning decisions which discourage the loss or fragmentation of significant woodland 

features and the habitats and ecological functions they provide. 

 To prohibit changes to the water quality and hydrological and hydrogeological characteristics of 

watercourses, lakes, aquifers and wetlands and to restrict development that will negatively impact 

the critical functions and processes of these features. 
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 To discourage further large-scale development serviced by private sewage disposal systems. 

 

Growth and Settlement 

 

Section A2.2.2 contains the following applicable strategic objectives: 

 

 To direct the majority of new residential and employment growth to the urban area, where full 

municipal services and other community facilities exist. 

 To ensure that there is an appropriate balance between residential and non-residential assessment in 

the Municipality. 

 To encourage development having location, density and connectivity that supports and enhances 

active and alternative modes of transportation. 

 To encourage the maintenance of integrated affordable housing in the Municipality, ensuring there 

are a range of alternative locations, forms and densities of housing and price ranges for all residents. 

 

The growth projections set out in Section A2.2.3 are identified as minimum targets and the municipality 

recognizes the efficiencies and environmental benefits of compact development. Thus, urban 

growth is encouraged to locate in existing settlement areas.  

 

Section A2.2.4 provides intensification targets to be applied in developing properties at higher densities than 

currently exist. Intensification is to be achieved through redevelopment, including the reuse of brownfield 

sites; the development of vacant and/or underutilized lots within previously developed areas; infill 

development; and, the expansion or conversion of existing buildings. Generally, new construction through 

intensification should occur in a manner that takes into account the existing built and physical environment 

and be sympathetic in form. In the Primary Settlement Area, 10% of new growth in the primary settlement 

area of Meaford is to be achieved through intensification. This includes an overall average development 

density of 20 units per hectare shall be achieved for new development within the Urban Area. Existing built-

up residential areas in the Urban Living Area are seen as opportunities to intensify and infill through lot 

creation and intensification via the creation of new accessory apartments. Council is authorized to permit 

higher density intensification via approval of re-zoning applications which satisfy the criteria of Section B1.1.5 

of the Official Plan. 

 

In terms of Housing, section A2.2.5 encourages a wide variety of housing by type, size and tenure to meet 

projected demographic and market requirements of current and future residents of the Municipality. The 

following are encouraged to support this objective: 

 

 Intensification and redevelopment, primarily within Settlement Areas, and within other areas where 

an appropriate level of physical and social services are available. 
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 Housing accessible to lower and moderate income households provided by a variety of unit types and 

sizes and which is well mixed and integrated into the existing community. In this regard, accessory 

apartments, semi-detached, duplex, townhouse and low rise apartment units will provide the bulk of 

affordable housing opportunities and will likely be provided within settlement areas with appropriate 

levels of servicing being available. Outside of the settlement areas accessory apartments will be the 

most likely means of increasing housing affordability. 

 The use of bonus zoning provisions established by Section E1.1.1 to secure affordable housing, where 

appropriate. 

 

The municipality specifically encourages the development of innovative housing designs with flexibility in use, 

mix of compatible land uses, good environmental practices, and public safety to maintain a mix of housing by 

both type and tenure. The character and quality of existing and historic residential areas is to be maintained 

in accordance with policies of the applicable designations and via Site Plan Control and Community 

Improvement policies. 

 

Urban Character (Section A2.3.2) 

 

 To maintain and enhance the urban area as a diverse, livable, healthy, clean, safe, thriving and 

attractive community. 

 To respect the character of existing development and ensure that all applications for development are 

compatible, in terms of built form, with the character, size and massing of adjacent buildings and the 

adjacent neighbourhood. 

 To maintain and enhance the character and stability of existing and well established residential 

neighbourhoods by ensuring that development and redevelopment is compatible with the scale and 

density of existing development. 

 To ensure that new development areas are integrated into the fabric of the existing community. 

 To encourage the development of neighbourhoods which are compact, pedestrian-friendly and 

provide a mix of housing types, community facilities, small-scale commercial centres and open spaces. 

 To foster a sense of civic identity through a high standard of urban design in all future development 

that considers: 

 the appropriate integration of the design of public and private spaces; 

 a high degree of visual diversity and aesthetic quality; 

 a well-defined public realm, including an interconnected open space network; 

 the sensitive integration of new development with existing development; and, 

 a pedestrian oriented development pattern. 
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Cultural Heritage (Section A2.8.2) 

 

 To enhance the character of the Municipality by protecting and maintaining the Municipality’s 

cultural heritage resources. 

 To encourage the retention of cultural heritage resources wherever practical to provide continuity 

between the past and the present. 

 To prevent the demolition, destruction, inappropriate alteration or use of cultural heritage resources. 

 

Sustainable Development (Section A2.9.2) 

 

 To minimize Meaford’s ecological footprint and the impacts of growth by ensuring that all new 

development is based on the principles of sustainable development. 

 To promote practices which conserve water, and protect or enhance water quality. 

 To promote a compact urban form and develop an energy-efficient mix of land uses, where 

appropriate, to provide liveable, healthy communities. 

 To encourage reductions in the use of private automobiles by promoting active transportation and 

the use of Transportation Demand Management measures, such as public transit, cycling and walking.  

 To encourage efficient site design, and building design and construction techniques that minimize 

space heating and cooling energy consumption, and encourage the upgrading/retrofitting of existing 

buildings and facilities. 

 

4.2.2 Land Use Designations – Urban Living Area 

 

Part B of the Official Plan outlines the different Land Use Designations. Section B1.1 includes the specific 

objectives and policies for the Urban Living Area. The intent of the Official Plan for the Urban Living Area is to: 

 

 Maintain compatibility and where necessary, enhance the character and identity of existing 

residential areas; 

 Encourage the provision of a full range of housing opportunities to meet the Municipality’s projected 

housing needs; 

 Promote the efficient use of existing and planned infrastructure by creating the opportunity for 

various forms of residential intensification, where appropriate; 

 Ensure that residential areas permit a variety of complementary and compatible land uses; and 

 Promote a built form that contributes to a healthy community. 

 

Permitted Uses 

 

Section B1.1.3 identifies the following Permitted Uses for the Urban Living Area: 
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a) single detached dwellings; 

b) accessory apartments in single-detached dwellings subject to Section B1.1.4; 

c) semi-detached dwellings; 

d) duplex dwellings; 

e) townhouse, multiple and apartment dwellings subject to Section B1.1.5; 

f) home occupations subject to Section B1.1.6; 

g) bed and breakfast establishments in single detached dwellings, subject to Section B1.1.7; 

h) private home daycare for up to five children; and, 

i) complementary uses such as residential care facilities, daycare centres, small-scale institutional uses 

and local commercial uses subject to Section B1.1.8. 

 

The subject property is specifically identified as Part of Lot 1242, R.P. 309 being 1 Legion Road in the former 

Town of Meaford, now in the Municipality of Meaford, and permits the additional use being a Royal Legion 

Hall. Official Plan Amendment (OPA) 6 was specifically adopted for this purpose. 

 

Townhouse, Multiple and Apartment Dwellings 

 

Section B1.1.5 requires that Council be satisfied that a proposal for an apartment development satisfies the 

following criteria: 

 

a) respects the character of adjacent residential neighbourhoods, in terms of height, bulk and massing; 

b) can be easily integrated with surrounding land uses; 

c) will not cause or create traffic hazards or an unacceptable level of congestion on surrounding roads; 

d) is located on a site that has adequate land area to incorporate required parking, sustainable design 

elements, recreational facilities, landscaping and buffering on-site; 

e) if large in scale, will not obstruct views of Georgian Bay along streets that terminate at or close to the 

water’s edge; and 

f) can be serviced by municipal sewer and water services. 

 

4.2.3 Environmental and Groundwater Management Policies 

 

Section C1 outlines the following intent for Environmental and Groundwater Management: 

 

 recognize and protect all significant rivers and streams and other bodies of water in the Municipality 

from development that may have an impact on their function as an important component of the 

natural heritage system; 

 ensure that development does not occur on lands that are unstable or susceptible to flooding; 

 ensure that development does not occur on hazardous slopes; 

 protect the quality of water available for drinking water purposes; 
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 ensure that the integrity of the municipality’s watersheds are maintained or enhanced; 

 identify what is required to support an application for development in an area that is considered to be 

environmentally sensitive; and 

 identify what information is required to support an application that may have an impact on the 

hydrogeological resources of the Municipality. 

 

4.2.4 Building Height 

 

Section D5 contains the following applicable policies with respect to building heights: 

 

a) It is the intent of the Plan that high rise buildings shall not be considered conducive to the general 

character of development within the Urban Area of Meaford. The maximum height for buildings and 

structures in the municipality shall generally be eleven (11) meters, except for those structures which 

by their nature, such as barns, silos, antennae, water towers, require a greater height. 

b) Residential, commercial and industrial buildings shall generally not exceed three storeys. 

c) It is intended that a variety of building heights be encouraged in order to improve the visual effect, 

variety and community identify within the Urban Area. The height limitations specified under the Plan 

shall be considered maximum provisions however, the implementing Zoning By-law may provide for a 

range of lower height restrictions to establish the desired diversity for various zoning categories based 

on the indeed principle of development for neighbourhoods, commercial districts and industrial 

areas. 

d) In some cases the bonus zoning provisions of Section E1.1.1 may be considered to permit increased 

building heights under strict control. These provisions shall generally be applied in the Urban Area 

where Council deems a greater height is necessary and appropriate to accommodate a proposed 

development which maintains the general intent of this Plan. Bonus height provisions shall generally  

be restricted to a maximum of 15.5 meters and/or five (5) storeys. 

 

Section E1.1.1 includes the following provisions as it relates to Bonus Zoning: 

 

a) Council may pass a by-law in accordance with Section 37 of the Planning Act to authorize 

increases in the height of development otherwise not permitted in return for the provision of 

facilities, services or matters of public benefit as are set out in the by-law. It is the intent of 

the Plan that such Bonus Zoning will enable Council to achieve objectives for development 

above and beyond those that would otherwise be required by providing incentives to the 

developer.  

b) The developer may either develop to the standard zoning provisions or receive the height 

bonus for providing the additional identified matters, facilities or services that represent 

enhanced public benefit as stated in this Plan. 

c) The extent of the increase permitted under Bonus Zoning should be compatible with the scale 

and general amenity of the surrounding area. Any Bonus Zoning increase shall not exceed the 
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limits imposed under this Plan, except as may be provided under paragraph (e). Specific 

provisions for height increases shall be restricted to those situations described in Section D5. 

d) Further to the provisions of paragraph (c), Council shall encourage appropriate provisions 

and/or dedications for the following facilities, services or matters of public benefit when 

considering Bonus Zoning:  

i. land or physical space to provide recreational or social services;  

ii. restoration/preservation of buildings having historic or architectural value;  

iii. land/or restoration of buildings related to municipal economic development 

initiatives such as municipal parking lots or revitalization of existing or abandoned 

buildings; 

iv. public areas, parkland and walkways which are not otherwise required to be 

dedicated;  

v. public institutional facilities;  

vi. heritage buildings and features;  

vii. protection of significant vistas and views;  

viii. provision of a wide range of housing types including special needs, assisted or 

other low-income housing;  

ix. provision of affordable housing;  

x. provision of green technology and sustainable architecture, such as green roofs; 

xi. provision of streetscape improvements or other local improvements identified in 

community improvement plans, strategic plans, capital budgets or other 

implementing plans or studies.  

e) An agreement shall be required between the landowner and the Municipality of Meaford 

relating to the Bonus Zoning provisions. 

 

4.2.5 Sustainable Development 

 

Section D9 of the Official Plan outlines a number of Sustainable Development objectives and policies to guide 

development. Section D9.2.1 seeks to minimize energy consumption through development by: 

 

i. promoting mixed use development, compact urban form and complete communities; 

ii. maximizing existing infrastructure; 

iii. encouraging the adaptive reuse of existing buildings; 

iv. promoting building designs and orientations that incorporate energy conservation features; and, 

v. promoting walking and cycling, and providing for bicycle parking and secure bicycle storage facilities. 
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4.3 Zoning By-Law 60-2009 

 

The general purpose of a Zoning By-Law is to implement the broader objectives and policies of the Official 

Plan. Section E1.1 requires of the Official Plan requires that the Municipality’s comprehensive zoning by-law 

be undertaken to ensure that they properly implement the policies of this Plan. In other words, the intent is 

that the Zoning By-Law implements the purpose and intent of the Official Plan. 

 

The subject property is regulated by Zoning By-Law 60-2009 and zoned RM-190 (H5) Residential Multiple zone 

with Exception 190 and a holding provision on the property. Figure 20 includes Table 6.2.2 from the Zoning 

By-Law, which identifies the zone standards for the RM zone. The development proposal would be considered 

an “Apartment Building”. Figure 21 includes the parking requirements for residential uses. 

 
Figure 20 – RM Zone Standards 

 

 
Figure 21 – Residential Parking Requirements 
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The subject property is also subject to Special Provision 190, which is as follows: 

 

 9.190 Part of Lot 1242, Plan 309 (Town of Meaford) 

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this By-law, the provisions in this Section shall apply to those 

 lands denoted by the symbol *190 on the Schedules to this By-law. All other provisions, unless 

 specifically modified/amended by this Section, continue to apply to the lands subject to this Section. 

 

 9.190.1 Additional Permitted Uses 

 

 The following additional use is permitted and shall be subject to the standards of the RM zone: 

  a) A Private Club. 

 

 9.190.2 Zone Standards 

 The following specific Zone Standards apply: 

  a) The minimum front yard applicable to the subject lands is 3.05 meters. 

  b) The setback required between the residential units and the Private Club is nil. 

 

 9.190.3 Special Site Provisions 

 

 a) Required on-site parking shall be 0.75 spaces per residential unit and 1 space for every 4 persons to 

 be accommodated at the maximum permitted capacity as stipulated under the Site Plan Agreement. 

 b) Notwithstanding Section 5.3, Parking Spaces may also be located on lands located within 120 

 meters of the lands. 

 c) The maximum height of the Private Club shall be 9 meters and the maximum height of a Residential 

 Apartment shall be 13 meters. For the purpose of these lands, height shall be measured from the 

 centreline of Legion Road. 

 d) Further to the provisions of Section 2.6.2.5, the removal of the (H5) Holding Provision shall 

 additionally be subject to Grey Sauble Conservation Authority approval of an appropriate Stormwater 

 Management Plan. 

 

4.4 Grey Sauble Conservation Authority Regulated Area 

 

Grey Sauble Conservation Authority (GSCA) is a circulated agency for all development applications in the 

Municipality of Meaford. The objective is to work with municipalities and other agencies to promote the wise 

and best use of land and water in the Grey Sauble watershed is a high priority. When GSCA reviews 

development applications, the following issues are taken into consideration: 
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 Natural hazards, including floodplains, stream corridors, wetlands, slopes and organic soils; 

 Natural heritage issues, such as fish habitat, significant wildlife habitat, significant woodlands, 

significant valleylands, Species at Risk and Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest; and 

 Watershed management. 

 

In providing technical advice to the Municipality of Meaford, GSCA seeks to ensure that the effects of land use 

on the environment, both upstream and downstream, are carefully considered. GSCA also issues a 

development permit for development close to river and stream valleys, hazardous lands, wetlands and other 

sensitive areas. Therefore, it is anticipated that a development permit will be required from GSCA due to the 

close proximity of the subject property to the GSCA Regulated Area and a designated River/Stream, in order 

to ensure there are no adverse impacts on these areas as a result of the development proposal. 

 

5. Land Use Planning Analysis 

 

On the basis of the applicable land use planning policy framework, the key considerations in evaluating the 

development proposal and application for Zoning By-Law Amendment are the following: 

 

 Will the proposed building height and massing, setbacks and parking supply result be compatible with 

the surrounding community? 

 Will the development proposal result in any adverse impacts to the nearby natural environmental 

features and sensitive areas? 

 Is the Zoning By-Law Amendment consistent with the applicable policies and purpose and intent of 

the Provincial Policy Statement and Municipality of Meaford Official Plan? 

 

5.1 Provincial Policy Statement, 2020 

 

It is my opinion that the development proposal and Zoning By-Law Amendment application are consistent 

with the applicable policies of the Provincial Policy Statement for the following reasons: 

 

 The proposal will make more efficient use of the subject property and increase the mix and supply of 

residential units on the site and in the community without resulting in adverse impacts to the 

character and quality of the surrounding community or its natural environmental features; 

 The subject property has access to municipal services and the proposal will make more efficient use of 

these services than under existing conditions; 

 Property tax revenue will be incrementally increased, which will support the municipal financial 

stability; 

 The intensified use of the subject property will promote modes of transportation other than private 

automobile; and 
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 This increased economic activity and investment in the community will also be realized without 

requiring municipal investment in services or infrastructure and without impacting the adjacent 

buildings and land uses. 

 

5.2 Municipality of Meaford Official Plan 

 

The development proposal and Zoning By-Law Amendment application conform to the Official Plan on the 

following basis: 

 

 The subject property is situated outside of the GSCA regulated area and will be developed in a 

manner to ensure that stormwater on the site is controlled and does not result in any adverse impacts 

from a quality or quantity perspective; 

 The subject property is adequately buffered from the GSCA regulated area to the south to ensure 

there are no adverse impacts to slope stability, floodplains or other natural and hazard features; 

 Redevelopment of the subject property provides opportunities to enhance stormwater management 

on-site and to implement other features that better protect and preserve natural environmental 

features on and near the site; 

 The development will be fully on municipal services rather than private well and sewage disposal 

systems; 

 The subject property is located in the existing urban area with municipal services and community 

facilities rather than on a greenfield or rural site; 

 The development will bring significant incremental property tax increases relative to the previous use 

of the property by the Royal Canadian Legion; 

 The proposed residential condominium represents a reasonable intensification of a vacant and 

previously under-utilized property that will increase residential density and diversity in the 

community, which also supports objectives for increasing pedestrian and other alternative modes of 

transportation; 

 The nature of the land uses adjacent to the subject property provides buffering and compatible 

transition between the proposed condominium building and these uses, including: 

 Open space and natural area to the south with no residential or commercial uses that would 

be impacted; 

 The residential properties to the north that back onto the subject property have large rear 

yards and significant natural vegetation that provides considerable buffer space; 

 There will be the surface parking area and large setback separating the building from the 

residential properties to the east; and 

 The property to the west is occupied by an existing apartment building rather than more 

sensitive single detached dwellings. 

 The development proposal will diversify the built form character of the community and provide a 

range of unit types that can be easily integrated into the fabric of the area; 
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 Intensification of the subject property will significantly increase the level of activity, vibrancy, and 

overall built form and urban character of the site, which will also enhance its attractiveness to 

pedestrians, visitors and neighbours; 

 The site design will provide more controlled access to the property from Legion Road and circulation 

within the property; 

 The proposed building and site design will significantly improve the quality and character of built form 

on the subject property in a manner that is more appropriate for a residential community than the 

current site conditions; 

 The proposal provides a parking supply that balances parking demand with the objectives of 

promoting active transportation and facilitating more efficient land use and development; 

 The proposed building height is appropriate given that the buffering and setbacks from adjacent 

properties, as well as the limited number of surrounding sensitive land uses, will mitigate any adverse 

impacts of the height; the proposed height also allows for accommodation of a greater number of 

residential units than could be accommodated at a lower height; and 

 The proposed two additional storeys (floors 4 and 5) and height of 16.57 metres conforms to the 

Bonus Zoning provisions under Section E1.1.1 on the following basis: 

  The proposed height of 5 storeys is anticipated as the maximum height under section D5 of 

the Official Plan; 

 While the proposed height of 16.57 metres is 1.07 metres higher than the maximum of 15.5 

metres generally anticipated under section D5, this Planning Justification Report has 

demonstrated that this additional height will be mitigated by spatial/separation buffers to 

adjacent land uses; moreover, this minimal additional height is accommodated within 5 

storeys and will largely be part of the roof structure rather than windows and other living 

areas; 

 In addition to the Municipal and public benefits of the development proposal outlined in this 

report, the Owner agrees to enter into an Agreement with the Municipality of Meaford to 

establish the Bonusing provisions, including the facilities, services and/or matters of public 

benefit to be provided. 

 

5.3 Zoning By-Law 60-2009 

 

The general intent of the Zoning By-Law is to implement the Official Plan. One of key objectives of the Zoning 

By-Law is to set regulations that guide use and built form to ensure appropriate and compatible development 

and land use occurs in communities and across the Municipality. The development proposal represents 

reasonable intensification of the subject property in a manner that respects the existing built form character 

and its context related to surrounding properties. The proposed changes to the zoning regulations will not 

adversely impact the effectiveness of the Zoning By-Law in implementing the Official Plan. Rather, the Zoning 

By-Law Amendment will allow the Zoning By-Law to more effectively implement objectives for intensification, 

residential growth and diversity, and urban design. The proposal is also consistent with the principles of the 
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Provincial Policy Statement, which guides municipal land use policy. In addition, the proposed amendments to 

the Zoning By-Law conform to the Bonusing Provisions of the Official Plan as they relate to allowing additional 

height in return for facilities, services and other matters of public benefit. 

 

On this basis, it is my opinion that the development proposal and Zoning By-Law Amendment are appropriate 

in that they will allow for effective implementation of key policies of the Official Plan and will not negatively 

impact the role of the Zoning By-Law in guiding appropriate land use and built form. 

 

5.4 Grey Sauble Conservation Authority Regulated Area 

 

GSCA will be circulated as part of the Zoning By-Law Amendment application, but it is anticipated that the Site 

Plan Approval process will be the avenue whereby goals for sustainable development and natural 

environmental preservation and protection will be achieved. However, it is my opinion that the GSCA 

objectives to promote the wise and best use of land will be achieved through the Zoning By-Law Amendment. 

The development proposal will allow for implementation of enhanced stormwater management and servicing 

measures on the site, higher quality building and site design, and overall improved conditions on the subject 

property. The GSCA Regulated Area will be respected through its location on the south side of Legion Road 

and its physical separation from the subject property. 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

It is my opinion that the Zoning By-Law Amendment application for the development proposed on the subject 

property should be approved on the basis that the application: 

 

 Is consistent with the applicable policies of the Provincial Policy Statement, 2020; 

 Conforms to the purpose and intent of the Municipality of Meaford Official Plan; 

 Conforms to the purpose and intent of the Municipality of Meaford Zoning By-Law; 

 Will facilitate redevelopment and intensification of the subject property in a manner that will be 

compatible and supportive of the surrounding community, including its important natural 

environmental features. 

 

Regards, 

 
Michael Barton, MCIP, RPP 

President 

905-599-9973 


